
 

19 
We officially started Social Studies notes today.  It was a little tricky, but we started to get 
the hang of it.  During science we completed a Nearpod to help us learn more about atoms 
and atomic structure.  We played a review game in math to get us ready for our math test 
tomorrow.  During Language Arts we reviewed the vocabulary with our story and then had 
time to read the actual story.   

20 
Today we finished up the second part of the Lesson 1 notes in Social Studies.  We had fun 
finding out about the math behind atomic structure.  We had to figure out how many 
protons, electrons, and neutrons are in an atom.  Math took awhile because we were 
working on the math test.  Everyone did their best work.  Today during Language Arts we 
focused on discussing the skill for this lesson, theme. 

21 
We started our day off with a comprehension check and then a fun drawing activity to help 
us understand the vocabulary.  We talked about idioms during Language Arts today and 
had to decipher what they meant.  Today we completed a problem string during math and 
then took our pre-test for Unit 2.  We read some articles in science and worked on 
answering the comprehension questions.  It was nice because we had time today to read 
our new read aloud book. 

22 
During Social Studies we started the notes for Lesson 2.  We watched a video about the 
periodic table and completed some questions to check our understanding.  We officially 
started Unit 2 today in math with a problem string relating fractions to money.  It was a 
hair bit tricky, but we figured it out.  During Language Arts we talked about collective 
nouns and wrote Mrs. Inker a “diary” entry similar to the one in our story this week. 

23 
We finished up our notes in Social Studies today.  We tried to watch a video during science 
today, but Mrs. Inker’s computer was acting up.  Good thing it got fixed pretty quickly!  We 
continued to work on problem strings related to fractions and money.  We finished up the 
week with our vocab/comprehension quiz and then we also completed the SRI.  It was 
quite the busy week!  

?s to ask 
your child 

Tell about one explorer and what they discovered.  How do you take an element’s card and 
figure out the protons, neutrons, and electrons?  What fraction of a dollar is a dime, nickel, 
and penny?  How do you find the theme of a story? 

Upcoming: Social Studies: continue chapter 3; chapter 3 test is the week of Nov. 9th- more info to 
follow 
Language Arts:  ELA testing- please DO NOT open the envelopes that were sent home 
(Thursday/Friday cohort and virtual students) until Monday; the Monday/Tuesday cohort 
will get their copies on Monday 
Science:  atoms quiz on Thursday 
Math: fractions as related to clocks and money 
Spirit Week: Unity week- see newsletter for schedule 


